ALUMNI LIBRARY RESOURCES

The Robinson G. & Janet W. Lapp Learning Commons

The Lapp Learning Commons has a long tradition and commitment to meeting the instructional and research needs of its constituents. Our mission is to continually build and provide access to materials, promote information literacy and lifelong learning in order to advance learning and scholarship within the entire CTS community.

On-Campus

The Lapp Learning Commons offers continued borrowing privileges for alumni at CTS. Alumni can check out five books at a time. Borrowing privileges are limited to books within the CTS collection.

Online

ATLAS for ALUM is an online collection of major religion and theology journals selected by leading religion scholars and theologians. Users can access abstracts and full-text articles for more than 1.8 million electronic records from more than 300 journals. Alumni should login using username: ctsalumni and password: CT$_Alumn2

Access to ATLAS for ALUM and a listing of full alumni library services can be found at commons.ctschicago.edu/alumni-services